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Connecting the economies of  
Trinidad & Tobago, Suriname and Guyana 

!
Industry, Energy & Food Security,  

Diversification & Economic Integration  
!
 



The big picture



Concept

• The ENMAN Group of Trinidad & Tobago, along with its regional 
and international partners, has designed a project which will!

✓ Utilise energy resources, finance and technology available today to 
create new opportunities for Caribbean Economic Integration!

✓ Create a new energy and economic future for the region!

✓ Utilise a Public Private Partnership model in an all inclusive 
fashion!

✓ Mobilise resources of Trinidad & Tobago, Suriname and Guyana 
for mutual benefit, creation of wealth and sustainable growth



Regional challenges

• The entire region is faced with !
• The effects of Climate change and need for action!
• Need for sustainable economic development!

• Most of the region has to contend with!
• High cost of energy!
• Reduced competitiveness!

• Resource-rich territories like Suriname and Guyana can benefit from!
• Investment in new economic activities e.g. manufacturing!
• Sustainable Infrastructure development!

• Trinidad & Tobago has to consider!
• A pathway to reduction in fuel subsidies!
• High Carbon Dioxide emissions!
• High liquidity in the financial system!
• Life beyond oil and gas



Caribbean Convergence  
- some key objectives
• Creation of new economic spaces - open spaces!

• Regional clustering!

• Production integration!

• Embrace Latin America!

• Public Private Partnerships!

• Innovation!

• Movement of Capital, People, Materials



Commanding heights  
 of the TT economy

• In the beginning (of recent history) Cocoa & Coffee ruled!
• They gave way to Sugar - while maintaining the agricultural base!
• Then the Oil industry grew to prominence and !
• Sugar production and refining disappeared as Oil production and refining grew!
• The Gas industry overtook Oil as the main driver of economic development!
• As we look to the decline of the Gas industry, what’s next?

100 years of Economic Growth & Development
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Avoiding tomorrow - TT Power price subsidy removal 
!

bpTT’s chief executive Norman Christie: We will be 
seeking a higher price from NGC 
Published: Thursday, June 6, 2013 !
Energy Reporter 
T&T’s largest natural gas producer bpTT has said it will be seeking higher prices 
for its gas when it negotiates a new agreement for the commodity in 2018 with 
state-owned National Gas Company (NGC). Norman Christie, bpTT 

chief executive

Finance Minister: Govt 
to reduce fuel subsidy 
Published: Wednesday, January 30, 2013 
Raphael John-Lall 
This type of institutional inefficiency has 
served to incentivise waste and inefficiency, 
and it must be understood that if we are to 
hinge our national prosperity on events other 
than energy windfalls, our behaviour must 
change.

Story Created: Jun 15, 2013 
T&T exporters are said to be provided unfair advantages through government-subsidised 
energy. Costly energy subsidies apply across the board in this country, however, with Air 
Caribbean/Air Jamaica a noted beneficiary.

http://www.guardian.co.tt/category/byline-authors/raphael-john-lall


Suriname

• Suriname’s economy has been dominated by the 
mineral and energy sectors (gold, oil, and alumina) 
which account for approximately 30% of GDP. 
Agriculture and manufacturing, though relatively 
small, remain important goods producing sectors. 
(World Bank)!

• Potential for growth in Manufacturing Sector!
• Growing imports from Trinidad & Tobago

Population     534,541              2012 
GDP              $4,738,181,820  2012 
GDP growth  4.4%                   2012 
Inflation         5.0%                   2012 
Source: World Bank

N.V. Energie Bedrijven Suriname

The Kabalebo Hydro Power Project (West Suriname 
Hydro Power Project)

• First stage        350 MW
• Second stage   850 MW

The Kabalebo Hydro Power Project

45

Power demand around 300MW, increasing at 8% p.a.!
300MW increase in generation capacity required by !
    2020 (EBS)!
Thermoelectric plants under construction 100MW!
Kabalebo Hydropower site can generate up to !
    850MW in two phases!
Can fulfill national demand and surplus exported



The Southern Caribbean Cable Project

• A power and telecommunications interconnection connecting 
Trinidad & Tobago, Guyana and Suriname via a submarine cable from 
Trinidad to Guyana and an overland/submarine connection from 
Guyana to Suriname!

✓ Utilise energy resources, finance and technology available today to 
create new avenues for Caribbean Economic Integration!

✓ Phase 1: Transmission of gas generated power from Trinidad to 
Guyana and Suriname. Price estimated at US$0.12 to 0.15/kWh!

✓ Phase 2: Power flows from hydropower plants in Guyana and 
Suriname to Trinidad & Tobago, southwards to Brazil and 
northwards to the Caribbean islands



Submarine Connection Trinidad to 
Guyana, and overland to Suriname

• TT/Guyana 240km at closest points, approx. water 
depth 120m!

• High Voltage Direct Current Technology - lowest losses !
• Estimated Power Price landed in Guyana/Suriname  

US$0.12 - 0.15/kWh!
• Compared with US$0.38 paid by large and medium 

businesses in Guyana!
• And typical power price from new HFO power plants 

of $0.20+/kWh!
• The overland portion is designed to follow the IIRSA 

Arco Norte concept

Submarines Cables - Proven Technology, Worldwide!

NorNed (Norway-Holland) 575km, 500m deep, 1000MW, $670M!

SAIPEI (Sardinia-Italy) 400km, 1600m deep, 1000MW, $485M!

BritNed (Britain-Holland) 250km, 1000MW, $350M!

Basslink (Tasmania-Australia) 300km, 600MW
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Map 1. The Guyana Shield Hub 

 

Key elements of the proposed infrastructure system for the Guyanas are the south-north 
linkages between the heart of Amazonia, Manaus, and the ports and cities at the Caribbean 
Sea including Caracas and Georgetown; and the northwest-southeast linkages parallel with 
the coastal line.  
The proposals as laid down in the IIRSA Guyana Shield hub link up and partly overlap with 
a previous proposal by the Brazilian government to integrate northern  Amazonia and link the 
northern part of Brazil with the three Guyanas and the Caribbean Sea by means of a road 
project labeled Arco Norte. This road project was designed to connect the Brazilian cities of 
Manaus and Boa Vista with Georgetown, Guyana. The corridor will continue parallel with 
the coastal line to Paramaribo, Suriname, and Cayenne, French Guyana, re-enters Brazil in 
Oiapoc and ends at the mouth of the river Amazon in the city of Macapá. The Arco Norte 
road project is part of a larger programme to integrate the state of Roraima with Guyana 
through the construction of a deep-water port, a hydro-electricity facility in Guyana and the 
development of high-speed dependable communications systems in the region. Transmission 
systems will follow the course of the new road as well as a fibre optic cable that will link Boa 
Vista and, at a later stage, Manaus to the intercontinental fibre optic cable, which passes 
north of Georgetown.  
The main components of the initiatives negotiated in Group 4 of IIRSA are illustrated in Map 
2. Two major categories of infrastructure may be distinguished: (1) international road 
linkages involving the rehabilitation and construction of roads, river crossings and bridges; 
and (2) hydro-electric schemes and international transmission lines. According to these plans 
two roads will link Suriname with its neigbouring countries: an improved coastal road, that 
will facilitate transport from Guyana, after crossing the river Corantijn, from Nieuw Nickerie 
into the direction of French Guyana. After crossing the border river Marowijne near Albina, 
traffic can continue from Saint Laurent-du-Maroni into French Guyana and to Brazil. The 
rehabilitation of the coastal road is considered the most urgent component in the IIRSA 
programme for Suriname. 



Principals
• Donald Baldeosingh BSc, MSc Electrical Engineering, Dutch Fellowship on Energy 

Management, President ENMAN Group, Former Chairman Petroleum Company of 
Trinidad & Tobago, Former Member International Industry Advisory Board 
American Society Mechanical Engineers!

• Eur Ing Aldwyn Lequay HBM BSc FIET FIMechE FASME FAPETT, Consulting 
Engineer, Past Deputy Chairman Trinidad & Tobago Electricity Commission, Port 
Authority of Trinidad & Tobago, Former Chairman National Training Board, Board 
of Engineering!

• Paul Quesnel Caribbean industrialist. Past President of Trinidad & Tobago 
Manufacturers Association (two years) and current member of the board.  Member 
of the Cabinet-appointed Standing Committee on Trade and Trade Related Matters 
and other government appointed committees.!

• Robert Shelton BA, JD Member of the Maryland and the US Supreme Court Bar.  
Formerly Associate and Partner of Venable LLP, a 600 plus law firm with offices in 
Baltimore, Washington, New York and Los Angeles.  Involved in many billion dollar 
plus projects. Former Trustee of John Hopkins Institutions and others.!

• Ved Seereeram BSc, MBA Financial consultant having advised regional 
Governments and corporations over the last fifteen years.  Former Managing 
Director for Citicorp Merchant Bank.   Member of the Board of Directors of First 
Citizens Bank Limited and a few of its subsidiaries.



Benefits to Trinidad & Tobago, 
Suriname and Guyana

The participating countries will benefit from the lowest cost reliable 
long term supply of power, reduced carbon emissions, economic 
expansion, jobs, taxes and royalties while taking action on climate 
change!
✓ Trinidad & Tobago will also free up gas reserves and have a 20% injection of 

renewable energy, reduce need for fuel subsidies, utilise excess liquidity and 
enjoy economic diversification through the growth of downstream 
manufacturing !

✓ Suriname will see expansion in its Western power transmission system, port 
facilities, manufacturing sector, and improved balance of trade. There will be 
lower telecoms bandwidth costs, new opportunities in the ICT sector e.g. call 
centres, data centres. Hydroelectric power potential will be realised by 
creation of a power export market via the grid.!

✓ Guyana will realise similar benefits to Suriname and will become a net 
exporter of energy



Gas saved from injection of hydropower in Trinidad & 
Tobago (Source TTCIC) 

	  	  
Power,	  MW

	  	  
Daily	  Gas,MMCFD

PPA,	  Years

25 50 75 100

500 80 0.7 1.5 2.2 2.9

1000 160 1.5 2.9 4.4 5.8

	  	  
Power,	  MW

	  	  
Daily	  Gas,MMCFD

Value	  of	  Gas,	  US$/MMBTU

1 2 3 4

500 80 190 380 570 760

1000 160 380 760 1140 1520

Trillion Cubic Feet (TCF) of Gas Saved

Million TT$ saved

Gas Reserves to be freed up from power generation ~ 3 TCF!
Cost of adding 3TCF of gas reserves                            ~ US$3 Bn!
Reduction in annual subsidy on power cost               ~ US$155M



Power generation capacity -  
Trinidad & Tobago

Generation capacity                                                                          MW
POS 308
Pt Lisas 852
Penal 236
Trinity 225
Tobago Cove 64MW and Scarborough 21MW 85
TGU 720
Total capacity 2426
Demand
Peak 2013 1300
Reserve Capacity estimate 455
Total generation needed 1755
Surplus today 671

Cater for organic growth 6% p.a. over four years -125
Cater for new industrial demand over four years -270
Replace POS with new 360MW 52
Add Waste Heat Recovery at Pt Lisas 350
Projected surplus power from all sources by 2017 678



Case for Trinidad & Tobago National 
Optimisation of Power resources
• There is an over capacity situation in the country!

• T&TEC’s will naturally purchase power from the lowest priced source. However there 
remains a capacity charge being paid for unused resources!

• NEC will look for projects to use the available resources. However it will take a very long 
time to use up the capacity, while a high price is being paid for it!

• The Port of Spain Power Station is to be decommissioned!
• Until new generation is added in the North, there will be significantly reduced reliability as 

all the generation will be in the South and!
• The POS Station is still a valuable asset and utilities would normally look to extending the 

life to the maximum before considering shutting down!

• The surplus capacity can be used to expand the manufacturing sector outside of T&T, 
diversify the economy, promote regional integration and maintain the country’s 
leadership position in the (new) energy of the region!

• Power in TT is a high value gas derivative which, when tied to infrastructure, will 
provide sustainable long term returns



Suriname and Guyana 
Hydropower
• Suriname has 7987 MW of Theoretical hydropower and 2419 MW of Technical (i.e. 

expected feasible) capacity according to Johan Geeraert (2010)!

• Currently has 189 MW of available hydropower capacity!

• The Kabalebo site can produce 850MW in two phases!

• Guyana has hydropower potential of 7000MW according to a 1976 UNDP report. None 
is currently developed!

• ENMAN has extensively studied the Turtruba site on the Mazaruni River in Guyana 
and determined that 800MW capacity is viable from the site!

• Large scale hydropower is an attractive solution for the region. The main issue has been 
to have an immediate market for these capital intensive projects



Power (and Telecoms)  Interconnection 

Delivering 500MW surplus low cost gas generated power from TT !
Submarine cable landing in Guyana and overland/undersea to Suriname !

as envisaged in the IIRSA project, Arco Norte

IIRSA



Transmission system  
 Guyana - Brazil 

• Transmission system 
designed from power station 
to Linden !

• Along road to Lethem on the 
border with Brazil!

• From Lethem to Boa Vista, 
the capital of Roraima State!

• Later the system will connect 
with Manaus, a growing 
technology based city!

• Transmission lines will 
incorporate a Fibre Optic 
Cable for improved 
telecommunications!

• The mining districts of 
Linden and other areas along 
the route can be supplied 
with low cost power



Caribbean Regional Power System

• The Southern Caribbean Cable Project will be the first phase of a regional power system!
• Power flows from Trinidad to Guyana and to Suriname initially!
• Later from Guyana/Suriname to Trinidad and to Northern Brazil, Caribbean islands!
•  Hydropower as base load and gas power for peak demand!
• Will connect producers and consumers of electricity e.g. Nevis geothermal power 

supply and Puerto Rico as consumer!
• TT gas based power will provide the impetus for regional energy integration. System 

can have 1600MW Hydro, 1000MW Geothermal, 300MW Wind/Solar within ten years



Caribbean Planned Power 
Interconnection Projects (Source Nexant Report)

 

 

   Caribbean Regional Electricity Generation, Interconnection, and Fuels Supply Strategy – Final Report 1-15 

� Nevis – St. Kitts, 50 MW submarine cable capacity, 5 km submarine cable length, 
US$328/kW (interconnection and related facilities only), geothermal power export, 
highly economic   

� Dominica – Martinique, 100 MW, 70 km, US$588/kW (interconnection and related 
facilities only), geothermal power export, marginally economic if displaced fuel is 
gas from ECGP, more economic if displaced fuel is higher cost   

� Dominica – Guadeloupe, 100 MW, 70 km, US$588/kW (interconnection and related 
facilities only), geothermal power export, moderately economic if displaced fuel is 
gas from ECGP, more economic if displaced fuel is higher cost   

� Nevis – Puerto Rico, 400 MW, 400 km, US$1,791/kW (interconnection and related 
facilities only), geothermal power export, highly economic if displaced fuel is HFO, 
not economic if displaced fuel is LNG 

� Nevis – US Virgin Islands, 80 MVA, 320 km, US$3,541/kW (interconnection and 
related facilities only), geothermal power export, only marginally economic even 
though the displaced fuel is distillate 

� Saba – St. Maarten, 100 MW, 60 km, US$528/kW (interconnection and related 
facilities only), geothermal power export, highly economic if displaced fuel is 
distillate and St. Maarten can accept 100 MW 

� United States (Florida) – Cuba, 400 MW, 400 km, US$1,791/kW (interconnection 
and related facilities only), export from coal-fueled steam plant or gas-fueled 
combined cycle, highly economic if displaced fuel is HFO 

� Dominican Republic – Haiti, 250 MW, 563 km, US$1,899/kW (interconnection and 
related facilities only), land interconnection, export from HFO fueled steam plant, not 
economic unless export is from lower cost unit/fuel combination 

We also developed basic data and cost estimates for four potential interconnections that might 
form part of a “Northern Ring”, a conceptual set of interconnections in the northern Caribbean, 
potentially linking Florida – Cuba – Haiti – Dominican Republic – Puerto Rico – Nevis, or some 
subset of those areas.  The Northern Ring interconnections not covered above include: 

� Puerto Rico – Dominican Republic, 400 MW, 150 km, US$705/kW (interconnection and 
related facilities only) 

� Haiti –  Cuba, 400 MW, 200 km, US$705/kW (interconnection and related facilities only) 

� Haiti –  Jamaica, 400 MW, 250 km, US$998/kW (interconnection and related facilities 
only) 

� Florida –  Haiti, 400 MW, 1,100 km, US$3,488/kW (interconnection and related 
facilities only 

We did not conduct economic analysis on these four interconnections.  The cost per kW for the 
three shorter interconnections is in what might be an economically viable range if the sending 
country had low power costs and the importing country’s displaced fuel was distillate, HFO, or 
crude.  The Florida – Haiti interconnection appears to be outside that range.  Costs for the middle 

An issue with the majority of 
the power interconnection 
projects is that they depend 
on developing a source of 
power and a power cable. !
!
The result is “project on 
project” risk, which makes 
financing a very difficult 
proposition.!
!
The Southern Caribbean 
Cable Project seeks to use 
known, available power 
generation capacity from 
Trinidad & Tobago as the 
first source, eliminating one 
major part of the risk and 
making a power inter-
connection become possible.



How the interconnection helps 

• Removes the “project on project” risk for Renewable Energy projects!
• Delivers low cost power to participating territory in the short term!
• Allows optimisation of each country’s Renewable Energy potential!
• Buy-Sell arrangement with Regulation and Power Dispatch!
• Renewable Energy sources will be for baseload with Gas based power supplying peak demand!
• Shared generation reserve capacity, hence each territory can reduce the reserve requirement!
• System stability, frequency stability!
• Territories can choose best options for power!
• Energy supply/market will be created from any connected point



SIEPAC Interconnection in Central America - 
parallel project 

• Power and Telecoms interconnection!

• Some territories sell, others buy power!

• Financing from the IDB

• Offshore and 
Overland cables



Trinidad/Guyana/Suriname Power 
Interconnection - Financial Summary 

• Power price delivered in bulk to Guyana/Suriname ~ US$0.12 to 0.15!

• Power price delivered back to Trinidad                        ~ $0.08 to 0.12!

• CAPEX Estimate                                                               ~ $900M!

• NPV at 10% Discount rate over 20 years                      > $300M!

• IRR                                                                                      > 16%!

• Based on power sales only. Telecoms sales will improve numbers



Caribbean Convergence -  
Creating new vistas for development

• The Southern Caribbean Cable Project is designed to be a standalone viable venture!

• However, by delivering low cost power and telecommunications bandwidth to 
Suriname, the interconnection will create many new developmental opportunities 
including:!

• A new/expanded Port and Industrial Park as an exclusive economic zone in 
Suriname. CAPEX US$250M to $750M depending on final sizing!

• An Aluminium Smelter close to the source of bauxite and hydropower, utilising the 
gas generated power from Trinidad in the short term. CAPEX US$560M!

• Large scale Hydropower plants supplying the industrial park, local demand and for 
export via the power cable. CAPEX US$2Bn!

• Training institute to prepare persons from the region to access the career 
opportunities. CAPEX US$70M



Industrial Park and Port expansion

• The availability of affordable power and telecommunications services will naturally 
drive further economic development in Suriname!

• In particular the manufacturing sector stands to benefit !

• Suriname is blessed with abundant natural resources, space and human resources, and 
already has a well run port and new industrial sites!

• The Trinidad & Tobago Manufacturers Association carried out a Trade Mission to 
Suriname in 2013 October and identified several areas of potential cooperation with 
their counterparts!

• Trinidad & Tobago has well developed manufacturing and services sectors and the 
private sector has demonstrated interest in expanding into new economic spaces!

• Epsilon Development Company Ltd, the parent company for The Southern Caribbean 
Cable Company proposes to play a lead or supporting role in the Design, Finance and 
Construction of a new or expanded port and industrial park in Suriname as a 
complementary project to the power/telecoms interconnection



Production Integration 
Opportunities
• Sitek Solar Photovoltaic Panel Manufacturing Project!

• Requires a source of high quality silica which is available in Suriname!
• Front end processing can be in Suriname !
• Export of metallurgical grade silica to Trinidad for downstream manufacturing!

• Chemtech Resin Board plant!
• Uses hardwood (Suriname) and petrochemical resin, DME (Trinidad)!
• Processing in both countries. For Regional and European markets!

• Aluminium industry!
• Bauxite to alumina refining in Suriname!
• Aluminium Smelter in Suriname!
• Downstream aluminium manufacturing in Suriname and Trinidad & Tobago!

• Agro Processing, Timber products, Minerals and others to be explored



Aluminium Smelter - “Alsurtrin”

• There is considerable value to be derived from the work preformed in the development 
of an aluminium industry for Trinidad & Tobago!

• Value exists in the Detailed Engineering designs and construction drawings, 
Equipment that has been purchased and Training imparted to hundreds of persons in 
the construction and operation of a modern aluminium smelter!

• The best option for recovery of this value is the continuation of the project in a territory 
that has the raw material (bauxite/alumina) and low cost power (hydropower)!

• Epsilon Development Company Ltd proposes to Design, Finance, Construct and 
Operate the “Alsurtrin” Aluminium Smelter in Suriname, maximising the value that 
exists in a Public Private Partnership model that returns value to the stakeholders!

• The Smelter will be the anchor tenant for the new industrial park and port
!  

!

125,000 MT/yr, to produce -!
65,000 MT aluminium rods!
55,000 MT wire and insulated cable!
5,000 MT molten aluminium for 
downstream!

Power consumption 240MW!
100 acre site including associated plant/admin



Hydropower and The Southern 
Caribbean Cable Project
• The establishment of a large hydropower plant in Suriname or Guyana will 

significantly improve energy security and power cost in the region!

• It is close to impossible to finance such a venture in the absence of a power 
interconnection!

• Power will be available for the national grid, the new industries such as the smelter and 
the balance will be exported on the power cable!

• Gas generated power will remain connected to the system for peak demand and 
improved reliability

Kabalebo Hydropower project in Suriname ~ 850MW in two phases!
Turtruba Hydropower project in Guyana      ~ 800MW!
CAPEX for either project                                   ~ US$2Bn!
Construction period                                           ~ 5 - 8 years



Caribbean Institute for Technology and 
the Environment “CITE”

• Workforce Development is regarded as a fundamental aspect of industrial development!

• The rapid economic expansion envisaged by The Southern Caribbean Cable Project and 
associated ventures require careful manpower planning and coordinated approaches to 
skills upgrading!

• A dedicated training institute is planned for the projects to ensure that stakeholder 
communities access the employment opportunities and have a pathway to careers in 
the various enterprises!

• The institute will collaborate and partner with regional training establishments so as 
not to duplicate available training resources!

• Epsilon Development Company Ltd proposes to establish the Caribbean Institute for 
Technology and the Environment (“CITE”), with branches initially in Trinidad & 
Tobago and Suriname 



Timeline

• Notes:!
✓ The submarine cable from Trinidad will be installed in parallel with the connection to Suriname!

✓ The Industrial Park will be developed at the same time so tenants can utilise the power when it is 
available!

✓ Bulk temporary power can be provided to the park on the interim period!

✓ Power can flow to Suriname within a three to four year timeframe and the entire project can be 
implemented in six to eight years



Benefits, benefits
Suriname, 
Trinidad & 
Tobago and 
Guyana

Several thousand new jobs with many more in support and spin off activities

Royalties and taxes for Governments

Low, stable predictable power price

Establishment of linkages between Energy and Manufacturing Sectors

Reduction of Carbon footprints and access to Carbon Credits!

Shared capacity, System Stability and Reliability - hydropower plant is far from hurricane zone

Sustainable infrastructure development 

Suriname Rapid development of Suriname’s immense natural resources

Major boost to manufacturing sector including aluminium smelting

Development of large scale hydropower for local use and export, Transmission system to the country’s western areas

Capacity development and Job creation - skills, training institutes, financial, legal, contracting

Suriname will become a net exporter of renewable energy - hydropower

Trinidad & 
Tobago

Utilisation of TT surplus power capacity and contracted gas, and investment in aluminium smelting industry

Saving of up to 3.0 Trillion Cubic Feet of Natural Gas from TT power generation

Utilisation of excess liquidity in financial system

Energy security, food security, possible water security

Reduction in government subsidy on power price

Diversification of Economy away from dependence on hydrocarbons

Region New economic space for regional entrepreneurs, Economic Diversification 

Promotion of Energy Integration as a vital part of Economic Integration

Opportunity for regional bauxite strategy



Status and Next Steps

• The project concept has been prepared !
• A prefeasibility study for the Guyana portions of the project has been completed!
• Sources of financing have been identified as well as several potential project partners!
• The key private sector organisations in TT have expressed support!
• The Public Private Partnership model has been explored for further deliberation!
• The Southern Caribbean Cable Company Ltd proposes to partner with State and 

Private Sector organisations in conducting a Technical and Financial Feasibility 
Study into the Trinidad/Guyana/Suriname power/telecoms interconnection !

• The cable study will be completed by end February 2014 and will include a proposed 
implementation plan for consideration by the Governments!

• Epsilon Development Company Ltd will also assess the feasibility of the associated 
projects for Industrial Parks and Ports, Aluminium industry, Hydropower and Training 
Institute and present proposals for these



Needed

• Expressions of Interest from key stakeholders notably the Suriname and Trinidad & 
Tobago Governments!

• Designated points of contact for information sharing!

• Coordination of the various interfaces in Trinidad & Tobago and Suriname !

• In Trinidad & Tobago, the State Agency identified as best suited to support the venture 
is InvesTT under the Ministry of Trade, Industry and Investment!

• The natural interface in Suriname is IDCS. If approved, an MOU with IDCS or relevant 
Ministry and The Southern Caribbean Cable Company Ltd will be appropriate!

• The designated agencies should request support from CAF, the Andean Development 
Bank and others to support the development work!

• A coordinating body comprising representatives of the Governments and Private Sector 
will be required



Levels of Cooperation

People

Companies

Trade 
Organisations

State Agencies

Governments
Trinidad & Tobago Cabinet has approved a 
process of deeper cooperation with 
Suriname

InvesTT met with IDCS of Suriname in 2013 
October, with both parties pledging deeper 
cooperation

TTMA visited Suriname in 2013 October 
and met with the Chamber of Commerce 
and Manufacturing leaders

The Southern Caribbean Cable Company 
representatives met with EBS, Staatsolie and 
local engineering and operating companies

There is historically an excellent level of 
exchange between countries, at a personal 
level - and a good base to build upon



Thank You

Please send your feedback to !
Donald Baldeosingh!
President, Southern Caribbean Cable Company Ltd!
!
tel        868-679-7439!
fax       868-636-3484! !
email  dbaldeosingh@enmangroup.com!
url       www.enmangroup.com!
!
This entire presentation is copyright The Southern Caribbean Cable Company Ltd 
and may not be copied or distributed without the expressed consent of the author.!

mailto:dbaldeosingh@enmangroup.com
http://www.enmangroup.com

